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PREPAYMENT METER SYSTEM CODE REVIEW 

Dear Adam, 

I refer to your email dated 1 March 2021 regarding the Commission's Prepayment Meter 
System Code Review - Issues Paper. 

Firstly, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to comment on the issues paper. As you 
would be aware, the Remote Area Energy Supply (RAES) team has been working closely 
with ESCOSA officers regarding the current submission by RAES retailers to operate a 
prepayment system across the scheme, and I note that a number of issues that have been 
identified by the RAES team during that process have been highlighted within the Issues 
Paper. 

The Commission has highlighted seven key consultation questions - to assist your process, 
these will be addressed in turn, followed by some additional key issues that have been 
identified by the RAES team . 

1. Is there a need for retailers to provide an emergency credit facility for customers? If 
so, how should the required amount of emergency credit for electricity and gas be 
set? And why? 

Emergency credit remains an important safeguard within the prepayment system to assist in 
preventing self-disconnection when a customer's prepayment balance has been exhausted. 
Given the other safeguards within the system, such as no self-disconnection outside of the 
period 10am - 3pm weekdays, $10 (or an average 2 days) of emergency credit should 
provide sufficient time for customers to recharge their meter balance without danger of 
unintentionally self-disconnecting. 

In this context, an increase to $15 (or an average 3 days) of emergency credit to align with 
the National Energy Retail Rules does not appear necessary on purely operational grounds. 
It should also be noted that an increase in the emergency credit, will increase the amount 
that a disconnected customer must pay before being able to be reconnected. This could 
result in unintended reconnection delays for some customers who are on low or fixed 
incomes, 

Should the Commission decide to align the emergency credit minimum with National 
Electricity Retail Rules, a dollar figure should continue to be used as a the minimum standard 
within the Code, as a retailer specific calculation based on an average number of days 
consumption could prove to be administratively burdensome for retailers within small-scale 
and off-grid networks given the sometimes significant differences in average consumption 
across remote townships due to differing climatic conditions. 
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2. Is there a need for retailers to actively monitor disconnection data as a way of 
identifying customers who may be experiencing payment difficulties? If so, what 
measures and metrics should be monitored? 

The smart meters utilised across the RAES scheme (and the other metering systems 
investigated by RAES during the smart meter procurement) are programmed to record a 
system event every time that a customer self-disconnects or re-connects, which is then 
relayed from the meter to the metering system at midnight of the day that they occur. These 
event logs can then be monitored by the retailer, and periodic reports created to calculate the 
duration of self-disconnection and to provide the retailer a prompt to follow up with customers 
if frequent self-disconnection is occurring. 

In the context of the Code applying only to small scale and off-grid networks, many of which 
will have a relatively small number of customers and limited administrative capacity, and 
given the existing safeguards of emergency credit and limited weekday disconnection 
windows, the existing metric of self-disconnecting three times in three months for a period of 
longer than 240 minutes provides a reasonable minimum benchmark for small retailers to 
adhere to. 

3. Is there a need to require retailers to revert customers experiencing payment 
hardship back to post-pay metering arrangements without charge? Should any other 
assistance be provided? 

Given the ease with which modern smart metering technology allows a customer to be 
remotely switched between pre-pay and post-pay metering modes, there should be no great 
administrative burden in providing this function without charge. 

However, it should be noted that should a customer choose within a short period of time to 
switch from pre-pay, to post-pay and then shortly thereafter back to pre-pay again, this will 
require a new contract and all of the associated paperwork that comes with entering a 
prepayment agreement. Given that most customers to which the Code applies will only have 
one choice of retailer, this process could seem overly complex and administratively 
burdensome to customers who are neither changing retailers nor the terms and conditions of 
the prepayment contract that they had previously signed. 

With regard to other assistance, the wording and order of the clauses in 3.4.2 of the Code 
appears at first glance to suggest that there is an imperative to immediately shift the 
customer to a post-pay system, rather than provide assistance and include an offer to revert 
to post-pay if that is what they would prefer. This initially caused some confusion within 
RAES when designing a prepayment hardship policy, as it seemed counter intuitive to 
require a customer who had potentially moved on to a prepay system to better manage their 
electricity debt to move back to a post-pay system where it is harder to keep their 
usage/costs in check. 

Perhaps it would be better to re-order the clause so that it focuses first on the provision of 
concession information, independent financial and energy efficiency advice, payment plans 
being offered (as is required by the retail licence and would be in the post-pay standard 
terms and conditions) and then move in to the provision of the post-pay terms and conditions 
and offer to revert to a post-pay system. For example, in place of the current steps clause 
3.4.2 could include: 
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... the retailer must contact the small customer as soon as is reasonably practicable to determine 
the circumstances leading to self-disconnection and as is appropriate for the customer's 
particular circumstances and preferences: 
(a) Provide concessions information 
(b) Provide information on independent financial and/or energy efficiency advice 
(c) Offer to set up an instalment plan 
(d) Provide information about the post-pay terms and conditions and offer to make 

arrangements to 
I. Immediately remove or render non-operational the prepayment system 

II. Install a standard meter or revert the exiting meter to post-payment mode 
Ill. At no cost to the customer 
IV. Following explicit informed consent from the customer 

4. What information, if any, should retailers be required to report publicly on self
disconnections? 

In the context of the Code applying only to small scale and off-grid networks, many of which 
will have a relatively small number of customers and limited administrative capacity, the 
Commission must be mindful of not creating a process that requires resources to be diverted 
from assisting customers experiencing self-disconnection to instead reporting on them in 
order to meet compliance requirements. 

While it should be a relatively simple task to run a periodic report detailing the number of 
instances and duration of self-disconnection, to extend that report to include the reason for 
self-disconnection would require the retailer to follow up on every instance of self
disconnection. Not only would this be administratively burdensome for the retailer, it would 
most likely become inconvenient for the customer if every time they have a short self
disconnection (be it planned or otherwise) they get chased up for an explanation. 

The relatively small scale of the RAES scheme (and other retailers that the Code will apply 
to) also means that there may be only a handful of customers utilising prepayment within a 
particular township or community. Any reporting arrangements that are proposed, will need 
to be mindful of privacy concerns given that in some instances it could be possible to identify 
individual customers within the disconnection reporting. 

For the reasons outlined above, it is considered that an annual reporting requirement to the 
Commission on total number and length of self-disconnections would be appropriate. It 
could also include the number of times that the minimum requirement for follow up under 
3.4.2 were met and the reason for disconnection in those instances. The Commission could 
then report those figures publicly at an aggregate level, provided that there were sufficient 
data points to not cause privacy concerns for customers. 

5. The Code requires retailers to establish a Prepayment System Customer 
Consultation Group: what should be the purpose and membership of the group and 
how should it best engage with and provide feedback to retailers and the 
Commission? Should there be a single group or should each retailer form its own 
group? 

The RAES scheme has encountered several difficulties establishing a Prepayment Customer 
Consultation Group, the majority of which align with the difficulties highlighted in the Issues 
Paper. These include: small scale of operation, small retailers not having a website, no 
customers yet on a pre-payment system, customers/customer groups not interested in 
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joining the scheme and the tyranny of distance associated with a scheme that services 28 
remote communities across the far West, North and East of the state. 

Following discussion with ESCOSA staff, the RAES team addressed some of these issues 
by establishing a combined customer consultation group across three of its retailers (with the 
fourth to be added once an application to operate a prepayment system is submitted), 
utilising a Microsoft Teams group to share information and allow discussion between group 
members. The initial meeting of the group, which focussed on the draft contract, written 
disclosure statement and customer information sheets was productive and provided some 
useful feedback that has been incorporated into the RAES prepayment documentation. 

Nevertheless, issues remain with attracting interested customers to the group and should 
other small scale/off-grid retailers covered by the Code seek to offer a prepayment option 
there could be duplication of effort with consumer/advocacy groups such as SACOSS, 
MoneyMob Talkabout and Uniting Church involved in numerous Customer Consultation 
Groups. 

Consequently, the creation of an umbrella consultation group, presumably administered by 
ESCOSA using a web portal or similar system, would appear to offer greater efficiencies and 
provide a broader range of expertise and feedback than what is currently required under the 
Code. 

6. Are the current information requirements on retailers appropriate and sufficient to 
enable customers to make an informed decision to enter a prepayment metering 
arrangement? If not, what other information should be provided by a retailer? 

The issue around appropriate documentation and the extent to Which it allows for explicit 
informed consent has been a challenging issue for the RAES team and its retailers, with 
feedback from both the Commission staff and Customer Consultation Group members 
indicating that there is a fine balance between providing sufficient information for a customer 
to make an informed decision and so much detail that it becomes overly complex and 
confusing for the customer. 

To this end, the feedback that RAES has received from the Customer Consultation Group, is 
that both the Written Disclosure Statement (WDS - required by the Code) and Explicit 
Informed Consent (IEC - developed by RAES) are particularly useful and a vital tool in 
allowing the customer to understand the crucial elements of the system that they are signing 
up for. Given the feedback regarding the usefulness of these documents, perhaps a 
requirement for an IEC form could be incorporated into the Code, with templates provided as 
a guide for retailers. Copies of the RAES WDS and IEC form are attached for information. 

However, feedback on the proposed RAES prepayment contract (developed in conjunction 
with Commission staff to meet the requirements of the Code) has been that it is long, 
complex and potentially confusing for customers who are already receiving electricity from 
RAES retailers under a very similar set of Standard Terms and Conditions. This stems from 
the prepayment contract needing to essentially be a duplication of the Standard Terms and 
Conditions, with some slight adjustment to cover prepayment, due to the customer having to 
move off the Standard Terms and Conditions and on to a separate contract to utilise 
prepayment. 

While it is understandable that a separate prepayment contract would be required on the 
National Electricity Market where customers are potentially switching retailers as well as 
metering systems, it seems an unnecessary level of complexity on small scale and off-grid 
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networks where there is only once choice of retailer and a gazetted set of Standard Terms 
and Conditions that applies by default to all customers. 

Perhaps for single retailer, stand-alone systems like RAES, the pre-payment conditions could 
either be incorporated into the default terms and conditions (which have to be approved by 
the Commission and gazetted) or be a simplified contract that just picks up the important 
variations to the retail sections of the Standard Terms and Conditions, rather than restate all 
sections. In either instance, the Written Disclosure Statement and Explicit Informed Consent 
form would still be provided highlighting the key aspects of Pre-Payment. 

7. What minimum information should retailers be required to provide to customers 
about their historical energy usage? 

The Issues Paper correctly identifies that with the newer "smart" prepayment meters the 
information required by the code under clause 2.4.5 (total energy consumption, average daily 
consumption; average daily cost of consumption) is available to customers via the meter 
screen or in-home display. Where this information is available directly to the customer via 
their metering system, the requirement for retailers to separately provide the information to 
customers should remain opt-in by request. 

Other Key Issues 

2.5.1 (a) (b) (c) Mandatory Trial Period 

Where there are no reversion charges/restrictions within a retailer's prepayment meter 
standard terms and conditions, the requirement for a mandatory trial period should be waived 
as it provides no discernible benefit to customers and has the potential to create confusion 
for customers and add administrative burden for retailers. 

To illustrate, the RAES prepayment contract and WDS both clearly state that customers can 
switch metering modes at any time and that there are no penalty, exit, termination or meter 
reversion fees for switching between modes. However, these documents are also required to 
include a section stating that a 3 month trial period exists where the customers can switch 
back to post-payment and not incur any costs. This seems to do little but add complexity and 
potential confusion, particularly if RAES retailers are required to notify customers a fortnight 
before their "trial period" ends that their trial period is coming to end, after which nothing will 
change and they will continue to be able to change modes at any time at no cost. 

2.5.1 (f) Limitation on the Recovery of Debt 

The meters used by RAES allow an amount of debt (most likely post-pay debt incurred 
before switching systems or undercharged amounts) to be coded separately in the metering 
system and paid off via an agreed payment split each time credit is added to the meter (for 
example, for each $10 paid by the customer, $9 is added to the credit balance and $1 is 
deducted from the debt). This can assist customers to manage any outstanding debt without 
having to maintain two separate accounts and/or payment processes with the retailer, 
allowing the customer to effectively adhere to their payment plan every time that they top-up 
meter balance. 

The Commission should consider allowance of agreed recharge payment splitting within the 
prepayment metering system (by explicit informed consent from the customer) for pre
existing customer debt, as this would provide greater flexibility to customers and reduce the 
complexity and administrative burden of maintaining and managing two separate accounts. 
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It should also be noted that, there could be some confusion between the interaction of 
clauses 2.5.1 (d), (e) and (f) with regard to the recovery of fees and charges. That is: 

Clauses (d) and (e) appear to allow the use of the prepayment terms and conditions and 
adjustment of meter charges to recover fees and charges if they are specified and 
identified in the prepayment standard terms and conditions. 

However; 

Clause (f) appears to exclude the use of the prepayment standard terms and conditions 
or adjustment to charges in the prepayment meter system for recovery of any debts 
owed the retailer other than those related to undercharging. 

Consequently, without a clear definition of what constitutes "owing a debt to a retailer'', 
clause (f) could be read to excludes the recovery of all charges (debts) incurred by a 
customer, including emergency credit, "friendly" credit (credit used outside of allowable 
disconnection times) and any other charges outlined in the approved fee schedule (clause 
(d)) , with the exception of those associated with undercharging (clauses 3.9 and 3.10). 

For the avoidance of doubt, the Commission should clarify that charges under clause 
2.5.1 (d) are excluded from the operation of 2.5.1 (f). This could be achieved by rewording the 
clause to read "other than of a kind referred to in [clause 2.5.1 (d),] clause 3.9 or clause 3.10". 

3.5.1 (a) Recharge Facilities, Times and Locations- Cash Payment 

While compliance with 3.5.1 is not so much of an issue for the larger retailers on the RAES 
scheme because 24 hour phone and electronic payment facilities can be provided, it should 
be noted that in most of the smaller townships and communities serviced by RAES it is not 
possible to have two "cash payment locations that are readily accessible to the small 
customer, one of which is open between 9.00am and 5.00pm on any day of the week 
(including Saturdays, Sundays and Public Holidays)", as many small remote townships have 
only a single "shop" that is not always open during these times 

Given that the Code applies only to small-scale and off-grid retailers, consideration may need 
to be given to adjusting the cash payment requirement to make it more compatible with the 
reality that small remote townships and communities often do not have the same level of 
facilities as cities or large regional centres. 

I thank you again for the opportunity to provide comment on the Commission's Review 
Paper. Should you have any questions regarding this submission, please contact Scott 
Hartwell, Senior Commercial Officer (scott.hartwell@sa.gov.au or 8429 3334). 

inc r: ly, 

· mce Duffy 
Executive Di tor, Energy and Technical Regulation 

Attachments: 1. RAES Written Disclosure Statement 
2. RAES Explicit Informed Consent Form 
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Attachment 1 - RAES Written Disclosure Statement 

•••••••• Cow II Government of 

••• •• • • 
Electric South Australia 

Pay-As-You-Go (PAYG) Contract - Written Disclosure Statement 

Pursuant to the Prepayment Meter System Code (PMSC/02) , small customers must be provided with a Written 
Disclosure StatemEflt (WDS) outlining important infom1ation relevant to the Remote Area Energy Supply (RAES) Pay
As-You-Go Tem1s and Conditions of Supply (PAYG Contract). 

AJ Contract Start Date (Sections 4 and 5) 

Your PAYG Contract will start from the time that Cowell Electric receives your explicit informed consent to enter a 
PAYG cootract Explicit infomled consent can be provided by you acknowledging that you have read and 
understood the \l','DS and wish to utilise a PAYG metering system at your supply address. This can be provided: 

(a) In wrmrng signed by you; (b) Vernally {incl. by phone); {c) Bectronic communication signed by you. 

BJ Electricity Retail Fees and Charges and C} Other Seivices Charge (Sections. 10 and 11) 

The fees and charges relevant to the prepayment contract are set out in the tables below. Any changes to tariffs, 
fees and ch~rges will be advised to you in writing and will operate from tl1e day stated by us_ full schedules are 
available on the RAES website wv,w. ergyn -nino .sa.gov .au/raes 

ElectricitvRetlil .Fees and 
Charnes_ Price {incl GSl} 

Residential 
S w{y Charge (p;r day) 

Consumi::ooa ,:per kWh) 
S0.9276 
so.ie54 

Business. 
Siq:ply Charge {cents/day) SUi'804 

Consumption ,:per kV\lh) S0.3789 
Government Agencies 
Suj;ply Charge (cer.i5A'.iay) S U~04 

Consumption ,;per kWh) S0.7500 
Aboriginal Convnunity 
Stores and Health 
S!r;:ply Charge (cents.'ca-1) 
Consumption ,;per k\"1'11 ) 

Sl.0004 
so.~eeo 

Price (incl GST)Oilher ~ce Provided 

PAYG App'icatioo Fee NJ 
M~•1er Re•Ja"S:ai Fe: 
,tPAYG to.'from Post Pay) 
Special M.ter Read:r.g SIGO

ior MeterTest S165 
Disconnection 
Zero-Balar.o;; Discor.neci 
R-Emote Disconnect 
Manual D.isconn€CI {a: property) 
Permanent R=.al of Supply 
Meter Replacement 
R;:stlt Cli Mer.;;,r Fau,1 

RE-slit a Ous1omer t.eieraice F CC!;t 

D) State Government Energy Concessions 

ff you are currently rec,eiving a South Australian Go,,.emment Energy Concession, fhis will continue to be paid 
directly into your bank account by Co.'l cessions SA_ If you \'tie-h to check your eligibility or apply for a 
Government Concession, you can visft tne ·website www.sa.qov.au/concession& or contact Concessions. SA 
orn 1800 307 758 or concessjops@sa aoy au 

E) Payment Options 

A range of payment options are available for adding funds to your pay-as-you-go account These include by 
phone (credit or debli card), 6Pay, direct deposit, direct debit, Centrelink direct payment and by 
cheque/money order. Cash payment facilities may also be avai labfe in some townships and Communities. 
Please contact Cowell Electric on J800 805 020 for full details. 

The m inimum recharge is $10 per pre-pavment meter. 

F) Emergency Credit and Zero-Balance Disconnection 

Emergency Credft of S'lO is programmed into your PAYG meter, which is avauabfe ii your PAYG balance 
reduces to below the Low Credit Threshotd of ss_ A message wi!I appear on your meter'& disi;tay and your ln
Home-Oisplay indicating .low credit/disconnection an<i the availability of emerg,ency credit 

The S10 Emergency Credit can be acce·ssed by pressing 'A ' 0 11 the meter keypad 
or b'I presslng the em.ernency credit indicator on the in-home-display. 

Emergency credit is available only once per low-credit period. The cost of any anXJunt o.f emergency credit 
ue-ed wrn be de,ducted from your ne:>.1 PAYG account recharge_ 

Remot11 Area Enerw S14>Ply (RAES} Pay-As-You-Go Contract - Written Disclosure StatffllEnt Page 1 c.t2 
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The PretJayment Met~ System Code requires that your PAYG mete r can only disconnect vour 
electr icity supply between 10.00am and 3.00pm on a weekday. 

Outside cf ihese times your consumption wHI be recorded as a negative balance on your PAYG .account, the 
cost of which must be repaid before re,connection can ocCtJr. 

If you have difficulties paying your a tiill, or maintaining a sufficient PA YG accoul'lt balance to meet your <laity 
consumption charges, you should Cowell Electric Supply as soon as poe-sibl<e on eoo BOS 020 or email 
accounts@oowa le!ec ·c.ccnrnu to discuss options avai!able to you. 

Detailed instructions are available on the RAES website ..w:...w....,.,..e........,.....,.......................................... 

GJ Connection and Installation {Section 7) 

You must l>e an existing RAES customer wi th an active electricity connection to enter a RAES PAYG contract. 
Tnere are no fees charged for s-.•,itching from a post-pay metering sye-tem to a pay.as-you-go system. 

tf you are not an ex.isling customer, er do not have an active electricity connection at the premises. that you 
v.ish to connect, a generation le,')' and/or distriibution network connectii:m costs may apP'y. Please contaci 
Cowell Electric on E.00 805 020 or vmi' the wel)Site ww.v_enerovminina_sa .go·-;_auJraecs for full details_ 

H) Tem1ination and Reversion and J) Right to Rescind (Sections 6 and 32) 

You may rescind the PAYG contract at any time !Yy advising Cowell Electric (in writing, verbally or by el:ectric 
comnvJnication) tha! you 11,ish to tem1rnate your PA.YG c.ootract. You wiU not be subject to any penalty, 
exit termination or mete r reversion fees for switc hi ng betv..ceen meter i1m svstems_ 

Upon tem,ination of the PAYG contract, unfess your account llaS been closed ano your prem&Ses has been 
disconnected from tne distri!iuoon neb1.'0i1:., :>'cu wrn re•,rert back to 3 deiaul1 contract utilising a pest-payment 
metering system fer that premises_ Any remaining PAYG ba~ance en me meter wifl be refunded to yo I or 
credited to your ne.xt poe,t payment bill. Please contact Cowell Electric en 1P l: 5 020 for fufl de!afls. 

I) Dispute Resolution (Clause 47.3) 

[f you are unabte to reach a satisiactory solution after contacting Cowell Electric (P-AES Operator) or ine 
Department ior Energ,, and Mining {RAES Administrator), you may refer !he matter to the Energy and Water 
Ombudsman SA {EWOSA ), a iree, independent service that imrestigates and resolves disputes bet,•i-een 
Cli.Jstomef!:. 3rld eledricitt r,etairern ,0,tlen you are unable to oo'lve an issue d'irectty. 

it~bsite: WWW 9'6'0§:3 cnm :ill Mail: GPO Box 2947 , Adelaide SA 500 1. 

K) Mandatory 3 Month Trial Period (Clause 6.4) 

Th:e Prepayment Meter S_vstem Code requires tis to provide y10u with a mandatory 3 month tri:al period from 
ycur coniract start date durfn.g which you can end your P.A.YG contract withoot being ~-ullj ect to any penalty, 
exi:t, tem,ination or meter reversion fees for switching between metering sy"stems. 

L} Contact Details and Emergency Service {Section 47} 

To report an outage or an electrical emergency, phone Cowell Ele,ctric''s Emergency Ser.rice on _1_:30___J _8______ 
and press ·1 fer Power Outage or Emergency. 

ti ym.1 have a query or complaint relating to the sale of electricity to you , or the connection or supp!--/ ot 
electlicit>/ to your premises or propert'f, you should contact Cowell Electric Supply on 1800 805 020 or emafl 

QC,CO\ nts,qicqvft!sliiciric corn qu. 
Ii you have a query or a complaint relating to the RA.ES scl1eme general~/ , you may col'ltact the Department 
for Energy and Mining on /061 13226 5500 er email DEM.RAFS@sa.oov.au 

M) Difficulties in Paying (Section 21) 

tf you are having difficulities in paying a bitl or maint:lining a sufficient pay-as-you-go ba!ance you should 
contact Coweul Electri,c Supply on J8rlD~;o:<: 020 er email 3ccntmts@c-.owplle e:ctrjc com QU to discuss payment 
options and, where applicable, gove.mment concessions or payment assistance. 

V'.'e are required to identity' situations where you may be expeliencing diffi,culii.es paying your bil l, such as if 
you self-disconnect three times wiinin 3 months for longer than 240 minutes on each oocaston. If this occurs, 
we will contact you to discuss payment options, relevant assistance an.d may offer to revert you to b3cli. to the 
post-pay system. 
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Attachment 2 - RAES Explicit Informed Consent form 

.
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Schedule 2: Explicit Informed Consent 

Plirsuant to lhe Prepa:1ment Meter Sy-stem Code (PMSC/02), S.'!1aU customers must provide tl1eir expricit .iniom,ed 
coll!sent to their electric.ity retai ter to enter into a Pay-As-You-Go Contract. This can be provided: 

(a)o In writing, by signing tl1is declaration and returning Et to Cowell Electric; 

{b} Verbally (incl. phone:i, by verifyi;n; yourld'entirf and acknowledging me statements wi t!lin t!lis declaration; 

(c) Electronic communication, by verifying your identity and acknowtedg1ing the statements wtthin tills declaration. 

Completed consent fomis are to be forwarded to Cowell Bectric by mail to PO Box 70, Cowell S.A. 5602, 
by ema·1 to ;;ccounts@cowelelectric.com.au. or by Fax to (08) B629 2115. 

Verba[ consent c.an !Je provided by phoning Cowell Elec.tric on 1800 805 07 0 

Consent to Enter into a Pay-As-You-Go Electricity Comract 

Account Number: Meter Serial No:___________ 

Property Address: 
(As 3ppear.; on invoic,;,) 

1/Vith regard to lhe electricity supply at the at)ove address: 

a) J confirm t11al I am the account holder (or an autl1orised representative able to act on their bel1alf); 

b) J ackno.vledge that I have been provided with a copy of ttle Remote Area Energy Suppfy (RA.ES) 
Pay-As-You-Go Metering Terms and Conditions for Safe or Supply {PA,YG Contract) and Wn"/ten 
Disa'osure Statement; 

c) J ackno•.vledge that I have read and understood the Wn'tten Disdosure Statement, and that I am 
aware of the relevant fees and charges and customer ob,Jigations within tt1e P.A.YG Contract; 

d) J acknowledge tha' I will receive a i)ill for any outstanding charges on my existing posa-pay 
account, 1.vhich will remain separate to my PAYG account and will be settled under the standard 
terms and conditions for post-pay accounts; 

e) I ac~mowledge that r must make an initial payment of at least $10 to establish a balance in my 
PAYG meter and enable its activation; and 

f) I provide my consent to enter into a PAYG Contract for my electricity supply at the alJove address 
and agre,e to be t>0und by the te,m1s and conditions of the PAYG Contract; 

Date: _____________Customer Signature: 

Customer Name,: 
(Print) 

Phone Number: Emai l Address: ___________ 
(To enci:;/e rntaiM:r to contact J,'O'J to establish PAYG.b·a/a.nce and a-co·vate your PAYG me!&} 

Office Use Only: 
App:icatioo Received (daie;i: _____ Initial PaymE!lt S____ PAYG Activation (date.ftimc-} _______ 

PAYG DeJctivaton ,:date.1mne:c ~ance Remaininq: $ P.eimbLJrsej or Acded ro Post-F'a· Balance {ci.~ one·1 

Schedule 2: Pay-As-You~oContract-Explicit Informed Con~nt 
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